Hole 1 - Aim a little left off the tee. Right is out of play. Lay up to the bend for the greatest approach to the
green. Keep in mind that it is a very large green when selecting yardage.
Hole 2 - Aim at the tree in the centre of the the fairway. Right is out of play. Play to front of narrow green as left
and long are trouble, and right are sand traps and steep hill.
Hole 3 - Plenty of room on top of hill from tee. Approach to narrow green prefers landing in front and bouncing
on.
Hole 4 - Plenty of driving room. Only need to avoid fairway traps. Keep left of greenside trap on approach to
green.
Hole 5 - Play a little to the left off the tee. Water hazards to the right. Trouble to the left of the green.
Hole 6 - Left side of the fairway offers the best view of the downhill green. Take less club down the hill to the
green. Back of the green is trouble.
Hole 7 - Usually plays into crosswind. Avoid trap front left of the green.
Hole 8 - Avoid tree in the middle of the fairway during lay up to green. When judging yardage to green, account
for lengthy green when aiming for front or back.
Hole 9 - Usually plays into the wind, but slightly downhill. Green is slick from left to right.
Hole 10 - Aim at the right side of the fairway as it slopes to the left. Not much room left off the tee. Green slopes
severely from back to front. Keep approach short of the pin.
Hole 11 - Play to end of fairway from tee. Lay up between the water hazards is the best option for approach to
green.
Hole 12 - Solid tee shot needed to carry water hazard. Usually playing into the wind. Lay up to the water is a
wise option.
Hole 13 - Aim slightly left of the target as the wind usually forces the ball into the trap.
Hole 14 - Fairway slopes to the right after long carry over water hazards. Lay up towards the right side of the
fairway is a good option. Use an extra club up hill into the wind to green.
Hole 15 - Driver brings a lot of trouble into play. Long left is dead. Lay up to right side of fairway is a good play.
Long and left of green is trouble.
Hole 16 - River along left side of hole loves golf balls. Keep eye on wind direction. Most times one club less is
required.
Hole 17 - Long carry up hill over hazard into wind. Drop area on top of hill at red tee if needed. Aim towards
large tree in the distance on the left side of the hole from tee, as everything slopes to the right. Plenty of room
towards green.
Hole 18 - Trouble all the way to the green on the left side. Carry over trees longer than it looks. Play is to the
centre of fairway with a short iron to the green.

